We propose a mathematical description of crystal structure: underlying translational periodicity together with the distinct atomic positions up to the symmetry operations in the unit cell. It is consistent with the international table of crystallography. By the Cauchy-Born hypothesis, such a description can be integrated with the theory of continuum mechanics to calculate a derived crystal structure produced by solidsolid phase transformation. In addition, we generalize the expressions for orientation relationship between the parent lattice and the derived lattice. The derived structure rationalizes the lattice parameters and the general equivalent atomic positions that assist the indexing process of X-ray diffraction analysis for low symmetry martensitic materials undergoing phase transformation. The analysis is demonstrated in a CuAlMn shape memory alloy. From its austenite phase (L2 1 face-centered cubic structure), we identify that the derived martensitic structure has the orthorhombic symmetry Pmmm with derived lattice parameters a dv = 4.36491Å, b dv = 5.40865Å and c dv = 4.2402Å, by which the complicated X-ray Laue diffraction pattern can be well indexed, and the orientation relationship can be verified.
Introduction
Materials undergoing reversible martensitic transformations show great potentials in many emerging applications such as biomedical implants, nano/microactuators and solid state caloric coolings. The underlying functionality of using these materials is the ability to recover a large macroscopic deformation (i.e. 5% -10%) [1, 2, 3] during the reversible structural transformation. Many applications require these materials to run millions of transformation cycles, their functionality typically degrades quickly in the first couple of hundreds of cycles, even for the most successful commercial alloy -Nitinol. [4] Recent significant advances in developing ultra-low fatigue martensitic materials [5, 6] show that the design of phase-transforming materials can be guided through some kinematic compatibility principles called cofactor conditions [7] , i.e. the super compatibility conditions for the existence of stressed-free microstructure during phase transformation.
When the cofactor conditions are satisfied, the thermal hysteresis is minimized without compromising the amount of latent heat. [5] Meanwhile the thermomechanical response does not degrade at all even upon tens of million mechanically induced transformation cycles. [6] These discoveries underlie a theory-driven design strategy for phase transforming materials, of which the most crucial step is to precisely determine the crystal structures of the transforming material as austenite (high symmetry structure in high temperature phase) and martensite (low symmetry structure in low temperature phase). However, this step is non-trivial, and often quite tedious.
In principle, the structural parameters of a crystalline solid are determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments. One of the most common XRD measurement used for structural determination is Rietveld refinement of powder diffraction data obtained with either CuKα or MoKα radiation [8] . The testing specimen should be either in powder or bulk form with sufficient randomization of grain orientations illuminated by the monochromatic X-ray beam. However, the as-cast metallic specimen after proper heat treatment produced in laboratory is mostly in bulk form with coarse grain size. For example, the grain size of common Cu-based β alloys is about 200 -500 µm. [9] The orientation randomness of the specimen from the lab production is insufficient for ordinary XRD powder method, especially for the low symmetry structures. In most cases, the crystal structure of the developed material is unknown, which makes the Rietveld analysis impossible. Structure solution through single crystal x-ray diffraction requires isolated good quality single crystals and is therefore hardly applicable to the bulk samples. The lack of structural knowledge for low symmetry metallic materials highly hinders the material development for desirable properties. Therefore, it is very important to have a unified way for structural determination.
For martensitic materials, most are inherited from a high symmetry phase, austenite, through solid-solid phase transformation [10] . The formation of martensite microstructure is strongly restricted by the crystallographic compatibility to the austenite structure. Therefore, the nature of the phase transformation and the orientation relationships between austenite and martensite can be used to propose a universal structural determination method for the martensite crystal structure transformed from the cubic austenite. The cubic structures, including simple cubic, face-centered cubic and body-centered cubic, have only one structural dimensional parameter, a 0 that can be accurately determined by ordinary XRD experiments, from which we can derive the primitive lattice metric -the underlying 3-dimensional periodicities of the martensite latticethrough the crystallographic relationships with the austenite phase and the Cauchy-Born rule for solid-solid phase transformation. Such a derivation does not require any pre-knowledge of the crystal symmetry or lattice parameters. The derived lattice metric can be slightly perturbed from the reference lattice and used to present the unknown martensite structure for advanced structural characterization and analysis such as XRD, EBSD and so on. In this paper, we lay down the fundamental formulation for the derived lattice from a cubic structure through the solid-solid phase transformation. We then used synchrotron Laue x-ray microdiffraction experiment combined with energy scans to demonstrate our method for an unknown Cu-based β alloy. To bridging the discrepancy between the previous mathematical description of lattice [11, 12] and the symmetry calculation of crystal structures by the international union of crystallography [13] , we propose a modified description for the crystal structure consisting of two parts: underlying translational periodicity and the fractional atomic positions in the unit cell in consistent with the general equivalent positions used in the international table of crystallography. Consider the parent and child phases as two discrete vector spaces mapped by a homogeneous linear transformation, the orientation relationship can be expressed by the lattice correspondence matrix, by which specific lattice vector/plane parallelisms can be derived.
2. Derived lattice from solid-solid phase transformation 2.1. Mathematical representation of lattice and crystal structure For any three-dimensional Bravais lattice [11] :
the invertible matrix E ∈ R 3×3 is the lattice basis. Its three linearly independent column vectors are the lattice vectors. The symmetry of a Bravais lattice L(E) is represented by an orthogonal tensor R ∈ O(3)
such that :
for an integral matrix L ∈ GL(3). All symmetry operations of the Bravais lattice L(E) form a finite group P, defined as the point group of L(E). [11, 12] To express the lattice parameters, we introduce the lattice metric tensor [12] :
The lattice metric tensor is always positive definite and symmetric. The lattice parameters of L(E) are a sextuplet p = (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 , p 5 , p 6 ) depending on the lattice metric tensor.
and p 4 , p 5 , p 6 ∈ [−1, 1] satisfy:
One can consider the underlying periodicity of a lattice by either the lattice metric tensor or the lattice parameters, which are both invariant under symmetry operations and rigid body rotations. Table 1 lists the expressions of lattice parameters for all 14 Bravais lattices in 3-dimension written in their primitive basis, i.e. the basis underlies the smallest unit cell defined as U(E) = {Eλ : ∀ (λ · λ) ∈ [0, 1)}, which only consists of one lattice point. However, crystallography theory does not deal with the primitive lattice basis, because it is not always orthogonal for all types of Bravais lattices. To facilitate the crystallographic calculations, X-ray crystallographers use the conventional basis in their formula and equations. There are 7 out of 14
Bravais lattices in Table 1 : fcc, bcc, bct, bco, fco, ico and bcm, whose primitive basis is not consistent with their conventional basis. Therefore, the expression of lattice parameters in primitive basis written in Table   1 for these Bravais lattices is different from what we usually use for crystallographic calculation. 
Among the 14 Bravais lattices, there are 7 choices of the conventional basis corresponding to the 7 crystal systems. They are the bases of simple cubic, hexagonal, trigonal, primitive tetragonal, primitive (5), except that the integer triplet n represents the index of a crystallographic plane.
The multilattice M(E; w 1 , ..., w m ) can be used for representing the crystal structure as well, i.e. the isometries with the consideration of both the lattice points and atomic/molecular sites. The symmetry of a crystal structure is defined by its space group: skeleton Bravais lattice + site symmetry (point group). The meaning of site is slightly different from the lattice point. The site of a crystal structure is the spatial position occupied by a real atom/molecule in the unit cell. To distinguish the lattice point from the site, we define a crystal structure as:
In the above definition, the fractional vectors w i , i = 1, ..., m are the lattice points. In X-ray experiments, the diffraction intensity strongly depends on the scattering of atoms occupying the certain sites of a crystal structure having special site symmetry, although the necessary condition of diffraction (i.e. Bragg condition) is governed by the underlying periodicity. X-ray analysis software generally requires the knowledge of both the lattice parameters for the skeleton lattice (i.e. parameters in Table 1) , and all sites occupied by different species of atoms. In particular, these sites are classified as the Wyckoff positions [14] used by crystallographers and most materials scientists.
For cubic structures, it is not very hard to make an ansatz for the sites in the conventional unit cell.
For example, most AB type alloys, the site is among the special positions such as corners, side centers, face centers and body centers. In some cases, atoms of small radii occupy the tetrahedron interstitial sites such as [ ]. However, for some complex crystal structures in low symmetry, e.g. martensite structures, there is no rational way of obtaining the sites for each of the atoms. From the database of the binary phase diagram [15] , we observe that many low symmetry structures of metallic materials are in fact formed through solid-solid phase transformations from a high temperature phase of cubic symmetry.
Examples include steel, CuAl alloy, Nitinol, and many other Cu-based β shape memory alloys. Using the mathematical formulation of the crystal structure given in (8), we can derive the crystal structure of the low symmetry phase from their cubic parent phase through the assigned lattice correspondences.
Sublattice and rebase
When phase transformation occurs, the average lattice distortion can be calculated as a linear transformation that maps the proper lattice basis of parent lattice to that of the product lattice based on the Cauchy-Born rule:
where g i and m i are the lattice vectors in parent and product lattice respectively. Solving these linear equations, we obtain the deformation gradient F = m i ⊗g i ∈ R 3×3 where g i ⊗g i = I. Chen et al. (2016) [16] and Muehlemann (2016, 2017) [17, 18] showed that an admissible linear transformation should be consistent with the least transformation strain associated with the proper choice of the correspondent lattice vectors in the parent and product lattices. In crystallography community, the lattice correspondence between phases is understood as the orientation relationship, which usually consists of a set of parallel crystallographic planes and directions in both phases. Here, the transformation strain is calculated as √ F T F − I where F is the deformation gradient given by the Cauchy-Born rule in (9).
In real materials, both parent and product phases are the crystal structures mathematically expressed by (8) . Suppose the parent phase is a cubic type structure defined as S(a 0 I, w 1 , ..., w m ; s 1 , ..., s ν ). m = 1 for sc, m = 2 for bcc, and m = 4 for fcc. The skeleton of the product phase can be derived by a linear transformation of a sublattice of the parent phase, which underlies a correspondent unit cell of the parent lattice that transforms to the primitive cell of the product lattice. Mathematically, it can be easily proved that a sublattice of Bravais lattice L(E) is also a Bravais lattice L(EL) where L ∈ Z 3×3 and det L ≥ 1. The three column vectors of L are the lattice correspondence vectors for the phase transformation written in the primitive basis L(E). Therefore the point group of L(EL) is a subgroup of the point group of L(E). From the sublattice L(EL), we can calculate the reference lattice parameters for the product phase from its lattice
where C are the lattice metric tensor of the Bravais lattice of parent phase. Note that the lattice metric C without any linear perturbation still represents the same symmetry of the parent phase in multilattice setting by putting back all missed lattice points in the frame of the sublattice L(EL) (This will be explained later). As an example, we consider a phase transformation from face centered cubic to tetragonal subjected to the lattice correspondence:
The matrix representation of the lattice correspondence is:
Note that the components of L are integers only when they are written in the primitive lattice basis. The components of (11) are in terms of the conventional basis in consistent with the crystallographic expressions mostly used by experimentalists. The component transformation between the primitive and conventional
where χ is the conversion matrix from the primitive basis of fcc to its conventional basis, defined by (7). Using (10), the reference lattice metric for the product lattice before transformation
Therefore the sublattice parameter sextuples are (
, a 0 , 0, 0, 0) before phase transformation.
For materials undergoing solid-solid phase transformation without chemical doping or reaction, the atoms in the parent crystal structure will neither appear nor disappear upon the phase transformation. But there are lattice points of L(E) that are not covered by the periodicity of L(EL). Let G = EL be the sublattice basis where det L = m ≥ 1. For any lattice point in L(E):
Since det L −1 = 1/m ≤ 1, the coordinates of the lattice point x in basis G are not always integers. Those points having fractional coordinates are the missed lattice points under periodicity defined by basis G. We use the multilattice description to add those missed lattice points back to the unit cell as
The fractional vectors in the frame of the unit cell U(G) can be calculated by:
The above calculation is to transform the coordinates of the missed lattice points in the basis of E to the basis of G, and modulate them back into the unit cell. We define this operation as rebase. 
in which the three vectors (g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ) = G, the parameters δ i , i = 1, 2, 3 are the self-assigned stretches and the parameters γ 12 , γ 13 and γ 23 are the self-assigned shears. Physically, these stretch and shear quantities are small values, which underlie the deformation of the reference lattice metric of the parent phase to the metric of the product phase.
For complex parent crystal structures such as alloys and compounds, we can use the substructure S(PG,w i ;s α ) as the derived crystal structure of the product phase. Both lattice points and sites are rebased and transformed by the same calculations using (15) and (16) . The derived lattice parameters and the atomic positions in the unit cell can be used to define the unknown structure of low symmetry from solid-solid phase transformation, which provides the initial conditions for structural refinement in X-ray diffraction analysis.
Orientation relationship and parallelism
In this section, we work on the Bravais lattice index only. 1 That is the integer tuple n = (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) ∈ Z 3 of a Bravais lattice L(E p ) where E p is the primitive lattice basis. Therefore, it is not always referred to the Miller index of crystallographic direction, especially for the lattices whose primitive lattice bases are not consistent with the conventional bases such as bcc, fcc, bct, bco, fco, ico and bcm (see Table 1 ). Let E c denote the conventional lattice basis. The primitive lattice basis is related to the conventional basis by E p = E c χ where χ ∈ R 3×3 is the conversion matrix between two bases. For fcc lattice,
For bcc lattice,
The presentation of lattice basis varies upon the symmetry and/or lattice invariant transformations, therefore the expressional examples given in (18) and (19) 
The equation (20) 
For the crystallographic plane, the lattice plane index relationship can be expressed as the parallelism
in which, n * dv and n * c are the Miller indicies of the crystallographic planes for the derived and parent lattices respectively. By (21), (22) and the Cauchy-Born rule in (9), we generalize the presentation of orientation relationship and the associated transformation strains for solid-solid phase transformation through a unified quantity: the lattice correspondence matrix. This correspondence matrix can be rigorously determined by the StrucTrans algorithm [16] , which minimizes the transformation strains between two lattices of arbitrary symmetries.
Structural determination of martensite CuAlMn
Among all shape memory alloys, CuAuZn, CuAlNi and CuAlZn alloy systems form the second largest group of material candidates used in research and development. However, their commercialization is highly confined due to the poor fatigue life when they are in a polycrystalline state. Compared to these Cubased alloy systems, the CuAlMn system is much less developed. For some aluminum compositions, people demonstrated good ductility in this alloy system [19] . In-depth study of the crystallography and the formation of microstructure is highly hindered in this system because of the lack of the structural parameters for martensite. Some discussions about its micromechanical behaviors are based on the lattice parameters of the cubic to monoclinic transformation of its sibling system CuAlNi [20, 21] . In this section, we will show how the derived lattice assists the analysis of the structural determination of martensite structure of CuAlMn alloy.
According to the binary phase diagram of Cu-Al alloy system, the martensite can be induced by suppressing the eutectic transformation through the rapid cooling process. The high temperature β phase directly transforms into an ordered structure β 1 (DO3, or L2 1 ) at T c (marked as the red curve in Figure 1 ). The β 1 phase further undergoes a martensitic transformation at temperature M s marked as the blue curve in Figure 1 . This also works for ternary Cu-based β alloys doped by Mn [22] , except that the β 1 zone (the yellow region in Figure 1 ) and the composition dependent M s curve may vary with the addition of Mn. The symmetry of the product phase formed by martensitic transformation from the β 1 phase varies with the Al concentration [23, 22, 24] . The most studied compositions of Cu-Al-Mn are those with Al compositions 14 -17 at% and Mn composition around 10 at% [25, 22, 24, 26] since the alloys within this compositional range show a better ductility than CuAlNi and CuAlZn in polycrystalline form [22, 19] . The crystal structure of martensite has been characterized by both X-ray powder diffraction and transmission electron microscopy for Al compositions 14, 16 and 17 at%. It was found that the martensite of as-aged samples are 18R (i.e. 18 layers modulated monoclinic structure). In our study, we choose the alloy Cu 67 Al 24 Mn 9 (at%) to demonstrate our derived lattice theory, since there is a discrepancy in the understanding of martensitic structure in this composition domain [27] .
Experiment
A mixture of high purity Cu (99.99 wt%), Al (99.999 wt%), and Mn (99.95 wt%) ingots were melted in a quartz tube placed in an evacuated (10 −5 mbar) induction furnace under argon atmosphere. The melt was injected into a cylindrical copper mold and solidified as a rod of diameter 5 mm. It was homogenized at 800
• C for 3 hours under argon atmosphere, then cooled down in the furnace. We cut the rod into thin slices of thickness 1 mm, which were sealed in a vacuum quartz tube, heat treated at 900
• C for 1 hour and quenched in water.
The transformation temperature of the specimen was measured by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
by TA Instruments Q1000 at a heating and cooling rate of 
The thermal hysteresis is quite large and measured to be ∆T =
Unlike those reported transforming
Cu-based β alloys [25, 28] , this one shows the thermal bursts in large magnitude over a wide temperature range during the phase transformation. Evidently this thermal signature was observed in a close-by alloy system with slightly different mangenese compositions [27] , but the detailed crystal structure of martensite has not been thoroughly studied for this series. In their work, the total entropy change from the cubic phase (austenite) is calculated based on the DSC measurements, which was found to be highly correlated to the average electron concentration (i. e. e/a) of the alloy. Only those with e/a > 1.46 showed the jerky thermal behaviors, which was conjectured as a different type of martensitic transformation: bcc to 2H.
Their room-temperature powder diffraction measurement showed some residual peaks corresponding to the 2H structure. The martensite finish temperatures of this series are quite low, i.e. around −60
• C, therefore the room-temperature diffractometry with mixed phases is not sufficient to identify and solve the martensite crystal structure for the 2H phase, nor the report of lattice parameters were reported for this phase in any other CuAlMn system.
Advanced structural characterization by synchrotron X-ray microdiffraction
To obtain precise information for the crystal structures of austenite and martensite and to show how the derived lattice theory assists the structure determination, we conducted a temperature-varying single crystal synchrotron X-ray Laue microdiffraction experiment combined with monochromatic energy scans [29] at beamline 12.3.2 of the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Lab. The X-ray beam with energy bandpass from 6 keV to 24 keV was focused down to 1 µm in diameter by a pair of elliptically bent Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors. The focused high-brightness X-rays illuminated a single grain of the bulk sample, and generated a single crystal Laue pattern. We used the custom-made thermal stage [30] to drive the phase transformation of the bulk sample, which controls the sample temperature from -100
with ramping rate of 15
• C/min. The bulk sample was polished in the austenite form at room temperature.
An optical microscope attached to the end-station optic box allows to observe in-situ the sample surface reliefs while collecting the Laue patterns at a specified sample position during cooling process. and (c) suggest that they are purely in the martensitic phase.
We used the L2 1 structure (space group Fm3m) to index the austenite Laue pattern. The crystal structure is depicted in Figure 4 (b). [31] The stoichiometric ratio of atoms for L2 1 is supposed to be ABC 2 where A atoms occupy the site 4a at [0, 0, 0] with site symmetry m3m, B atoms occupy the site 4b at [ 
Determination of martensitic structure by derived lattice theory
We assume the Bain lattice correspondence for the phase transformation from L2 1 to orthorhombic given in : ] respectively using the rebase equation (15) .
After rebasing the original L2 1 lattice, the sublattice structure S = {L(a 0 L) + a 0 Ls α : for α = 1, ..., 8} retains its stoichiometry with sites for :
Al:
Mn:
Cu:
By equation (12) , the sublattice parameters are (ā,b,c, 0, 0, 0) whereā =c = a0 √ 2 = 4.15706Å andb = a 0 = 5.87897Å. In Figure 4 (d), the red and blue boxes underlie the sublattice cells of L(a 0 L). To generate the derived orthorhombic structure, we propose a simple stretch tensor :
with the three principle stretches δ 1 = 1.05, δ 2 = 1.02 and δ 3 = 0.92 along the principle axes p i , which are aligned with the basis of the sublattice L(a 0 L). Then the lattice parameters of the derived substructure Table 2 2 . Multiplicity of the Wyckoff position means the number of equivalent sites under the site symmetry operations. Using our definition of crystal structure, this derived Immm structure plotted in Figure 5 (a) can be expressed as :
where the structural parameters are given by :
with atom sites s 1 = w 1 for Al, s 2 = [ pattern of martensite. The indexing program suggests two martensite variants corresponding to the indexed reflections marked by yellow and orange colors respectively in Figure 5 (c). However, the indices of many major reflections are still not found by the crystal structure S Immm , which implies the existence of an even lower symmetry structure. To slightly lower the symmetry of S Immm , we propose to introduce shuffles as indicated in many Cu-based alloys [23] . Here we propose the following shear tensor :
T that directly shuffles the sites of structure S Immm to :
The above atom sites do not show the body centered symmetry any more, therefore the underlying periodicity reduces to a primitive orthorhombic symmetry. In the international table of crystallography, the highest symmetry corresponding to the primitive orthorhombic symmetry is Pmmm (number: 47), of which the crystal structure is shown in Figure 5 (b), expressed as : The site symmetry and corresponding Wyckoff positions are listed in Table 3 variants. This result also confirms our conjecture of the lattice correspondence for the derived martensite structure by (23) .
In the pure martensite phase, we conduct the monochromatic energy scan in a wide photon energy spectrum (i.e. from 8keV to 16keV), and get a list of interplanar distance measures in Table 4 for the indexed crystallographic planes in a reference Laue pattern. In general, the theoretical interplanar distance for a plane h = (hkl) can be expressed as d theo = |E * h| where E * = E −T . Here E * is the reciprocal lattice 
in which the set H consists of all selected h = (hkl) corresponding to the experimentally measured d exp (h) listed in Table 4 . We use the derived lattice parameters (a dv , b dv , c dv ) as the initial condition and get the refined lattice parameters a = 4.43196Å, b = 5.34533Å, c = 4.26307Å. Using the refined lattice parameters, we calculated the interplanar distances for the (hkl) planes shown in Table 4 , which agree with the measured values up to 0.01%.
Conclusion
Using the mathematical description of the crystal structure: Lattice + atom sites in consistent with the international table of crystallography, we underlie a route to calculate the derived crystal structure for the martensitic materials transformed from solid-solid phase transformation. This approach is useful for the structure determination by X-ray diffraction analysis. Not only it provides the heuristic lattice parameters by the small perturbation based on continuum mechanics theory, but it also calculates the atom positions and their site symmetries based on the Cauchy-Born rule from the orientation relationship. We use a typical Cu-based β alloy to demonstrate our theory and showed that the indexing accuracy of X-ray Laue pattern has been improved by a large margin based on our mathematical framework. The derived lattice theory can be used in general X-ray analysis when the unknown material is in low symmetry phase, which has some inherit signature with the high symmetry phase. Finally, we show that the precise lattice parameters of the 2H martensite of Cu 67 Al 24 Mn 9 alloy can be determined without pre-knowledge of the structure. 
